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Abstract

IPCA (Intelligent Process Control Architecture) is an archi-
tecture for plan development and plan execution. IPCA is
rooted in the Generic Task (GT) approach to knowledge-
based systems and incorporates plan generation and real-
time plan execution momtoring components. The plan gen-
eration component produces a state-based process control
plan representation which typically contains a collection of
possible paths from initial to desired process states. Selec-
tion of the precise path taken through the process control
plan is determined by a plan execution monitoring compo-
nent. The plan execution monitor incrementally determines
in real time appropriate partial paths through the process
control plan based on sensory input gathered from real-time
process monitoring. This real-time selection of appropriate
plan fragments and control methods contained in the pro-
cess control plan is facilitated through the use of a sponsor-
selector mechanism. The usefulness of this approach to
intelligent control is demonstrated by applying the architec-
ture to the control of a microwave-based composite mate-
rial fabrication process. Experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of IPCA in this domain.

1.0 Introduction

Various approaches to real-time knowledge-based control
have been proposed in the AI literature. Some approaches
are based on extensions of classical planning systems such
as STRIPS [Fikes 71]. However, two significant limitations
combine to make purely static planning approaches ineffec-
tive in comp.lex real-world environments. First, since
dynamic environments may change independently of
applying actions from plans, purely static planning is ill-
suited for use in these environments. Second, when
attempting to control complex, poorly-understood environ-
ments, the consequences of actions cannot always be com-
pletely determined a priori. Thus, actions from the plan
may have unforeseen consequences when applied. For
these reasons and others, knowledge-based real-world con-
trol systems based on purely static planning are not popular.

Reactive planning approaches offer a more suitable alterna-
tive for coping with dynamic environments. Reactive sys-
tems attempt to address the problems of planning in
dynamic environments by acknowledging that unpredict-
able events may occur in thephysical world. The major
approaches differ in how they dealwith unforeseen events.
For example, the universal planning approach [Schoppers
87] employs pre-computation and enumeration of all possi-
ble world states and specifies appropriate actions for each.
The universal plan acts as a large reactive cache. Although
decision-making while executing such plans may be very
fast, universal plans grow exponentially in size with the
complexity of the physical world (i.e. the number of sen-
sors required and the possible range of their outputs). Also,
a significant effort must be taken up to fill in the entire uni-
versal plan, even though many of the states will never be
reached. Thus, the scalability of such approaches has fallen
into question [Ginsberg 89].

Other reactive and deliberative-situated hybrid approaches

allow plan synthesis, replanning or plan repair to occur
incrementally as plans are executed. Much of this research
has been applied to autonomous vehicle control and robot-
ics. Examples include layered, decentralized behavior-ori-
ented systems [Brooks 86], PRS [Georgeff 87] and RAPS
[Firby 88]. These approaches work well with complex,
dynamic environments. However, there are still limitations.

The question of how to supply appropriate goals to plan-
basedsystems is,often treatedas a matter settled from "out-
side the system.’ The highest-level goals are either treated
as static or somehow provided frombeyond the boundaries
of the planner. Although this approach may work well for
robotic and autonomous vehicle systems where such high-
level goals may be provided by human operators, we are
interested in automatically synthesizing both appropriate
plans AND appropriate goals which willenable them to be
successfully applied to problems of controlling the physical
world. We are interested in controlling processes by creat-
ing appropriate plans and goal structures based on knowl-
edge about real-world processes.

In this paper, we describe IPCA (Intelligent Process Con-
trol Architecture) which is intended to support the knowl-
edge-based design, assembly and execution of process
control plans. Our approach supports the automatic produc-
tion of both plans and appropriate goal structures. This task
is accomplished by utilizing a blueprint generator to pro-
duce a plan "blueprint" based on knowledge about the pro-
cess to be controlled (which is contained in a fabrication
model.) A plan assembler is used to assemble pre-compiled
plan and control method fragments into an executable pro-
cess control plan. Finally, IPCA executes the resulting pro-
cess control plans in real-time, by selecting the appropriate
path through the available plan fragments based on extant
conditions. Thus, we have combined process control plan
design, assembly and execution into a single system.

The need for knowledge-based systems which design and
construct complex control algorithms has been pointed out
by other researchers [Leitch 94]. Appropriate control algo-
rithms could be automatically generatedby such a system,
based on knowledge about the process to be controlled.
Since there are myriad approaches to control (including
countless traditional control techniques, adaptive control
systems, fuzzy logic and neural network-based control to
name only a few) such a system would be useful in suggest-
ing and integrating appropriate techniques for particular
control processes. The research presented in this paper is
one attempt to address some of the basic issues involved
with constructing such a system. A general overview of the
problem-solving structure is given in figure 1.

Within the IPCA architecture, pre-compiled fragments
(contained in a fragment library) are automatically selected
and combined to form process control plans. Thus, many
process control plans may be produced, but all are based
upon some number of pre-compiled fragments. Knowledge
contained in "fabrication models" guides the selection of
appropriate fragments for a each process. Each fabrication
modelgenerates a blueprint for a particular process.
Blueprints contain information about overall control plan
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Figure 1: An overview of the IPCA system architecture

structure, goals and control policies, but are only the
"designs’ for process control plans which wilt ultimately
be butt from frag~nents. The blueprint is not executable --
it is only a specification, a design, for a process control
plan. The process control plan is constructed by a plan
assembly component through the use of a fragment library.
The plan is subsequently executed in real-time by a plan
execution monitoring component¯ The assembly compo-
nent selects appropriate plan fragments and control method
fragments from the fragment library to be used to imple-
ment the process control plan. The control method and plan
fragments contain executable code, which is assembled into
the finalprocess control plan by the assembler. Thus, each
generated process control plan is matched to a particular
physical real-world process and contains some umque con-
figuration of fragments from the fragment library, together
with appropriate goals for controlling the process¯

Our plan generation unit does not generate a single "univer-
sal" plan. The final, assembled process control plan is actu-
ally a combination of multiple plan fragments, control
method fragments and the conditions under which each
fragment is appropriate. Process control plans can, at their
extremes, be purely reactive or purely static but they are
typically hybrids. The control actions are embedded within
the control method fragments.

The plan execution monitor executes process control plans
by monitoring process information and selecting the plan
fragment sequence in real-time¯ Thus, the process control
plan is actually a set of potential plan and control method
fragments. It ~s the task of the plan execution monitor to
select appropriate fragments based on process information
gathered in real-time¯ The actual fragment sequence may
therefore vary from one plan execution to the next without
any requirement for generating a new process control plan.

As proof of p.rinciple we have used IPCA to control a
microwave cunng process for polymeric composite materi-
als. The following sections will describe the domain, the
IPCA architecture, and our results applying IPCA to con-
troling the cure of composite materials.

2.0 Domain Overview

Polymeric composite structures are most often fabricated
through the use of a traditional autoclave curing process
which employs the application of heat and pressure to cure
the material [Strong 89]. Initially, composite fabrication
processes were manually monitored and controlled by
human operators. Conventional control systems were even-
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tually employed to assist in adjusting autoclave temperature
and pressure to follow a static (but material-specific) curing
profile. Unfortunately, variances in part thickness and struc-
ture, processing equipment and constituent material proper-
ties made the use of static processingprofiles problematic.
Subsequently, expert systems were developed to intelli-
gently control autoclave fabrication by dynamically adjust-
mg me control strategy in real-time based on monitored
process variables and other information [Abrams 87].
Although the use of these techniques offered improved
quality and represented an important real-world application
of knowledge-based systems technology, these systems are
ultimately limited by the inherent drawbacks of the under-
lying autoclave-based processing technology. Autoclave
processing is neither a particularly fast nor highly controlla-
ble approach to composite material fabrication.

Microwave fabrication technology offers advantages in
terms of reduced processing times, lower energy consump-
tion and high controllabihty [Asmussen 87]. Under tiffs
fabrication technology, composite structures are cured
through interaction with a microwave-frequency electro-
magnetic (EM) field¯ Advantages of microwave fabrica-
tion include the ability to instantaneously and selectively
deliver energy to specific portions of the composite. How-
ever, microwave processes are less "stable" than autoclave
processes in that they demand real-time adjustment of the
EM field characteristics to avoid potentially damaging ther-
mal gradients and charring in the material under cure.

Many microwave-based fabrication processes may be
roughly divided into three processing phases: initial mate-
rial heating; cure temperature maintenance; and cooling¯
The fabrication objectives are typically different for each
processing phase. For example, during initial heating it is
important to raise the temperature of the composite as rap-
idly as possible, even if material heating is non-uniform.
Conversely, during the maintenance phase it is more impor-
tant to rmnimize temperature gradients so that physical,
electrical, chemical and thermal properties are not compro-
mised in the finished part.

Microwave fabrication technology introduces a formidable
real-world control problem. Part geometry, mass distribu-
tion, composite material dielectric properties and other fac-
tors combine to significantly perturb the applied EM field.
As a result, interaction between the part and the EM field is
difficult to predict and heating is usually quite uneven. It is
therefore necessary to adjust the EM field characteristics to
maintain a favorable temperature distribution in the part.
However, since determining EM field interactions with



even simple-shaped parts involves solving computationally
prohibitive differential equations, standard algorithmic
control approaches appear to be ill-suited for this domain.
The experimental microwave cavity we used for our work
is designed to support a wide range of EM fields through
the use of a pair of high-precision motor controlled tuning
mechanisms. A conventional PID controller has been incor-
porated to address various low-level control tasks including
mode-tracking, data gathering, power management, drift
compensation and motor control.This arrangement relieves
the plan execution monitor of the responsibility for the low-
est-level control issues. The motor-controlled probe depth
and cavity length tuning mechanisms allow E/V-[ field char-
acteristics to be controlled within the cavity. Specifically,.a
series of discrete transverse electric, transverse magnetac
and hybrid field types can be selected and maintained by
making suitable probe depth (Lp) and cavity length e)adjustments [Decker 93].

3.0 Architectural Overview

The Intelligent Planningand Control Architecture (IPCA)
is rooted in the Generic Task (GT) approach to knowledge-
based systems [Chandrasekaran 89]. The GT approach
maintains that certain tasks have common features which
can be identified and used as a basis for the creation of spe-
cific tools designed to facilitate problem-solving. Tools
developed to support GT-style problem-solving provide
both knowledge representations and control strategies
appropriate to the problem-solving type. Among the classes
of problems which have been addressed through the GT
approach are routine design and planning [Brown 89]. Our
research indicates that the generation of blueprints is a rou-
tine planning activity.

The IPCA architecture exploits the benefits of the GT
methodology by integrating established approaches to
knowledge-based design andplanning with real-time plan
execution monitoring. The blueprint generation component
of our architecture is based on the DSPL language for rou-
tine design and planning [Brown 89]. The plan execution
monitoring component is based on another GT problem-
solving mechanism termed a sponsor-selector system
[Brown 84, Punch90].

Process control plan generation and execution, though inte-
grated in the overall system operation, are activities sup-
ported by separate problem-solving modules, each with its
particular knowledge representations and control strategies.
The plan generation component creates a blueprint which
specifies potentially applicable fragments to be used during
fabrication. The plan assembler integrates the specified
plan and control method fragments specified in the blue-
print. The PA creates the final process control plan by
retrieving from the fragment library those methods indi-
cated by the blueprint, creating sponsoring mechanisms for
the specified fragments, and integrating them into a seam-
less fabrication plan.

The responsibilities of the plan execution monitor are to
gather sensor data in real-time and to select appropriate
fragment sequences based on that information. The execu-
tion monitor therefore consists of two interacting compo-
nents: an observation unit (for real-time data capture and
analysis) and an execution unit (for plan fragment selection
and execution.) The observation umt in the plan execution
monitor gathers sensor data using a network interface to a
conventional control system. This conventional control sys-
tem is responsible for monitoring a collection of sensors
which measure various aspects of the material state during
fabrication. Currently, sensed parameters include tempera-
ture, incident and reflected power and physical positioning
information for the motor-controlled cavity tuning mecha-
nisms. Sensors for measuring other physical properties
including the dielectric constant of the material are under
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investigation. A detailed description of the plan execution
monitor implementation is given in section 3.2.

3.1 The Plan Generator

The plan generator is comprised of three interacting com-
ponents. The blueprint generator is described first, followed
by theplan assembler and the fragment librarian compo-
nents, llae information processing task of the plan genera-
tor is to produce process control plans based on information
about tlae process to be controlled (provided by the fabrica-
tion models), knowledge of various fabrication processes
(contained within the blueprint generator) and a library 
pre-compiled fragments (from the fragment library).

3.1.1 The Blueprint Generator: The blueprint generator is
based on the D-SPL framework for routine design and uti-
lizes knowledge concerning: the fabrication of different
composite materials, thermodynamics and heat transfer to
construct an appropriate blueprint. As output, the blueprint
generator produces a blueprint consisting of a set of refer-
ences to potentially applicable fragments and the conditions
under which they can be executed. The blueprint may be
visu.alized as a dictionary containing a number of key/value
entries.

The final process control plan may be completely reactive
in situations where a full complement of sensors is avail-
able but little or no experience has been gained in process-
ing parts of this type. Conversely, process control plans
may also be completely static in cases where there are few
or no sensors but previous processing experience is avail-
able. Typically, however, process control plans contain plan
fragments of both types.

Our domain analysis indicates that the blueprint generation
task, at least for the microwave-based composite cure prob-
lem, is a routine design task. A routine design task has a
pre-tested sequence of actions that is appropriate for solv-
ing that particular problem. DSPL was designed as a tool
for solving routine design problems and thus it forms an
appropriate basis for the planner.

The structure of a DSPL problem-solver is elaborate, con-
taining a number of levels of abstraction and problem-solv-
ing methods associated with each level. However, at the tgp
level, a DSPL problem-solver consists of a set of hierarchi-
cally organized design specialists. A specialist is a design
agent that designs a portion of the overall blueprint. It is a
repository for knowledge required for designing that one
p.ortion, which it does by utilizing either local knowledge or
the cooperative efforts of other sub-specialists.

This local knowledge is primarily encoded as a set of plans
from which the design specialist must select, where a plan
is encoded as a sequence of design steps or sub-specialists.
Each specialist contains a pre-stored set of plans from
which to select, as well as knowledge regarding the kind of
problems for which each plan is most appropriate.

The specialist hierarchy within the blueprint generator
coordinates the problem solving activities needed to fill out
the detail in the blueprint, including knowledge about the
utility of various control methods for maintaining tuned
modes, appropriate power levels, schedules for movement
between processing phases and so on. The overall process-
ing strategy is determined by a fabrication technology spe-
cialist and subsequently influenced by information about
sensor availability, experience with processing the part, ini-
tial material state, material type and part geometry. Other
specialists determine the EMfield types which are best
suited to the initial material setting requirements and the
criteria for making transitions between the processing
phases. Each design decision adds to the blueprint.



Figure 2: A sponsor-selector system for
plan-fragment selection in IPCA

3.1.2 Plan Assembler and Fragment Librarian: Fragments
included in the process control plan are represented by a
knowledge-based selection mechanism called a sponsor-
selector system[Punch90] (see Figure 2). The plan assem-
bler generates a sponsor for each of the fragments included
in theprocess control plan. This sponsor contains the con-
dition(s) under which the fragment it sponsors is appropri-
ate for activation. For each control "decision", a set of
sponsors is grouped under a selector, which, when acti-
vated, decides which fragment to activate based on the
sponsor values and other domain-specific information (for
situations like tie-breaking). Note that the selector can have
not only sponsors to activate, but other selectors for more
complicated sub-decisions. The resulting plan structure is
in a format utilizable by a knowledge-based selection sys-
tem contained within the real-time plan execution monitor.
By using this mechanism, the execution monitor can effec-
tively determine the potential utility of competing frag-
ments during plan execution.

Each key/value pair contained in the blueprint is examined
by the plan assembler so that appropriate fragments are
included in the final process control plan. Fragments are
managed by a fragment librafi~an. Note that the resulting
process control plan is not’ fiat but consists of a hierarchy
of sponsor-selectors for each control decision/sub-decision.
Thus the plan assembler arranges the fragments retrieved
by the fragment librarian into an appropriate hierarchical
configuranon.

The typical structure of a process control plan (simplified
for this example) is shown m Figure 2. It consists of several
structures including a root-level selector, some number of
plan fragment sponsors, and a fragment associated with
each sponsor. In our implementation, the selection items
are always either plan fragments or control method frag-
ments.

3.2 The Plan Execution Monitor

The plan execution monitor is composed of three interact-
ing components. The execution unit described in section
3.2.1 selects the plan fragment sequence in real-time. The
observation unit processes sensed process information and
provides abstractions from raw sensor data. The control
interface unit is not described in detail, but serves to coordi-
nate communications between the execution and observa-
tion units, sensors, actuators and other (external, non-

IPCA-based) control systems.

3.2.1 The Execution Unit: The execution unit (EU) applies
the process control plan by selecting plan fragments and
sponsored methods based on data gathered by the observa-
tion unit (OU). It coordinates execution of the fabrication
plan with sensing and control functions. The OU uses a
conventional control system to supervise low-level PID
control loops involved with cavity tuning operations.

The EU accepts the fabrication plan generated by the PA
and instantiates the sponsor-selector mechanisms for use
during plan fragment selection. For the partial process con-
trol plan structure shown in Figure 5, there are five plan
fragments shown at the highest level and therefore five
selectors at that level to drive plan fragment selection. The
process control plan provides conditions that indicate when
movement occurs between plan fragments. At each time
step (the length of which was pre-determined for the dura-
tion of plan execution) the EU evaluates all the sponsors of
the acffve selector and gathers their appropriateness mea-
sures for their associated fragment. The selector then
chooses the next fragment based on the sponsor values and,
if necessary, its priority list. The selected fragment may be
ano~er selector, so that the process control plan structure
may be ot arbitrary depth. The search through the process
control plan thus proceeds best-first until a single control
method fragment is reached. The winning fragment is then
executed in a protected mode (and as a background pro-
cess) so that any run-time errors which might result do not
halt execution of the overall process control plan. The
method may make adjustments to the controlled process
and/or change the processing goals of the system. In any
case, the cycle repeats after the fragment finishes executing.

Selection item characteristics are not restricted by the spon-
sor-selector architecture, and in fact many strategies have
been encoded through the use of this mechanism (e.g.,
plans [Brown 84], hypotheses [Punch 90], control methods
[Decker 94], etc.). The sponsors thus act as "local" mea-
sures of how appropriate their associated items are for
achiev!ng the, current goals, while the selector takes the
more global view of selecting which of the fragments is
the most appropriate under the given problem-solving situ-
ation. This s‘ponsor-selection process continues until
stopped explicitly by the operator or by one of the control
method fragments. Thus the resulting plan execution is
vari’able, depending on the process control plan structure
and on the clata gathered by the observation unit.

3.2.2 The Observation Unit: The observation unit (OU)
monitors process information and performs analysis on
sensed data during process control plan execution. The
resulting sensor data and analysis are used in conjunction
with the process control plan to effectively control the fab-
rication.process through appropriate selection of sponsored
plan and control method fragments.

Before each execution cycle begins, the OU requests the
most recent sampled sensor data from the control interface
(CI). This information is transmitted by the dedicated con-
ventional control system to the CI (andsubsequently to the
OU) through the services of a network interface. From
these sensed parameiers, the OU computes a set of abstract
parameters mat is parameters which are a compilation of
either multiple sensed values (such as the present degree of
cure) or a summary of a single sensor over time (average
power applied). The specifications for which abstract
parameters are required for a given process and the algo-
rithms to compute them are included within the process
control plan. Some examples of typical abstract parameters
for our microwave fabncation process are elapsed time,
average part temperature and overall thermal gradient.
Abstract parameters are computed once per control cycle
prior to initiation of the selection process by the EM.
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Figure 3b: Temperature Curves for the curing shown in 6a. Note
the uniformity of the heating at each of the 4 locations T1-T4. Pi
indicates microwave power, mode indicates changes in parameters
that occurred to maintain even heating.

4.0 Results

All IPCA components are implemented in VisualWorksTM

SmallTalk. The system accepts fabrication models, gener-
ates plan blueprints, assembles fragments, builds sponsor-
selector structures and executes the process control plan in
real-time. The execution monitor interfaces with a conven-
tional control system which controls a laboratory-scale res-
onant microwave cavity [Sticklen 92]. This conventional
control system executes on a dedicated MacintoshTM run-
nin8 LabViewTM from which the observation unit gathers
available data through a network interface. Thus we can
execute process control plans for real-world control of
composite material cure.

The plan generation system currently supports the micro-
wave fabrication process for a DGEBPA matrix material
used to make simple-geometry, thin-section planar compos-
ite structures. Processing runs have been performed on 12-
ply, square structures of-various sizes. A scanned image of
one such (1’ square) part of this type is shown in figure 3a.
Most of the part is uniformly cured (grey). The darker areas
in the image indicate locations wlaere excessive energy was
focused, while light grey areas show where too little energy_
was directed. We have cured multiple parts of this type and
have seen improvements in umformity as the control
method and plan fragments were modified with the frag-
ment librarian tool. In all cases, results were superior to
those which could be obtained through manual tuning and
power control [Fellows 91].

Subsequent parts were found to be increasingly free from
areas of non-uniformity, and the gradients in the material
have now been minimized (less than I0 degrees C across
the measured locations). The planning and control method
fragments have proven highly reusable from one planar
geometry to another, requiring few changes when moving
between thin-section structures of different thicknesses.

Figure 3b shows the a temperatureprofile (from the four
fluoroptic temperature probes embedded in the part during
cure). The profile shows the temperature at four locations in
the material during the cure. T1 represents the measured
temperature at the center of the square part. T2 through T4
were taken evenly spaced at 120 degree angles, on a circle

of radius 0.35 cm centered on T1. Note the even heating of
all of the different locations. Further note that the mode
segment indicates microwave cavity parameter changes (in
this case, setting different microwave modes) initiated by
IPCA to maintmn even heating.

Our implementation continues to produce higher-quality
structures as we use the fragment librarian tool to adjust the
control methods and plans contained in the fra .gm.ent
library. The most recent fabrication attempts have exhibited
very small thermal gradients (< 10 deg. C). Further, the
fragments have proven to be largely reusable between
structures of varying shape, thickness and composition. We
have processed over two dozen parts in one, two and three-
inch sample sizes, and have reduced thermal gradients by
over 66% when compared to previous research [Fellows
91]. The IPCA approach has proven to be effective at both
plan generation and execution.

Adaptive control methods have also been added to the frag-
ment library. These methods dynamically adjust mode and
power control strategies in response to experience with
material processing. The adaptive fragments are generally
included in fabrication plans for poorly-characterized mate-
rials and new structural geometiies. The methods help to
characterize interactions between the part and the applied
EM field distribution and intensity. Once the interactions
are characterized, these fra .grnents may be reused for subse-
quent processing on a similar (but new) structure or mate-
nal.

Our current work focuses on the broadening the coverage
of plan and control method fragments available for support
of material processing and integrating support for these
fragments into the blueprint generator. We are expanding
the materials and structural geometries supported by IPCA
to include glass fiber reinforcements, alternate matrix mate-
rials and non-planar shapes. Although each new geometry
and material needs to be supported by the blueprint genera-
tor and fragment librarian, we have found that many of the
underlying planning and control strategies have similar
mechanisms and may be effectively shared.
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5.0 Conclusions

An intelligent process control architecture (IPCA) for the
microwave fabrication of polymeric composite materials
has been presented. The current architectural implementa-
tion includes plan generation and plan execution monitor-
ing components and successfully controls a polymeric
thermoset composite microwave fabrication processes in
real-time. A sponsor-selector mechanism is utilized to
facilitate the selection of appropriate plan and control
method fragments during real-ume plan execution.

The control architecture is based on the Generic Task
approach to knowledge-based system design and the DSPL
language for routine design andplanning. The architecture
combines the strengths of approaches from modern control
theory, knowledge-based planning and design. Unlike
many systems, IPCA takes the approach of systhesizing
appropnate processing plans and goal structures. The con-
trol architecture overcomes many of the limitations associ-
ated with traditional process control systems and is
designed for effective, flexible knowledge-based control of
complex dynamic processes. The system has proven suc-
cessful in controlling a microwave-based composite mate-
rial fabrication process for structures made from a popular
polymeric matrix material (DGEBPA) reinforced with car-
bon fiber. Knowledge regarding other matrix materials and
additional reinforcement types is being added to broaden
domain coverage.
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